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1. INTRODUCTIOX 
Let A = (aJ be an 12 x n complex matrix and x = (x1, x2, . . . , x,J T > 0 
a vector with positive components. The Gerschgorin circle theorem [Z] 
states that any eigenvalue ;i of A satisfies 
jl~G(x) = ; {~Ilu,,~ - z(< C l~&+~}. (1) 
I=1 izf 
R. S. Varga [7] observed that this statement holds for the eigenvalues 
of any matrix in the set Q, defined by 
If .S(QA) denotes the set of all eigenvalues of all matrices in QA, it follows 
that 
S(Qn,) cG(O,) E f-j G(x). (3) 
s>o 
Varga showed that this estimate was sharp, in the sense that aG(Q,), 
the boundary of G(SZ,), consists of eigenvalues of matrices in QA, i.e., 
aG(Sr3,) = S(Q,). (4) 
* This research was supported in part by NSF Grant GP-5553 and by the Argonne 
National Laboratories. The author would like to thank Dr. W. Givens and the 
staff of the laboratory for their hospitality. 
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We present here a new characterization of the minimal Gerschgorin 
set G(Q,) which leads to a very simple proof of the above result. Further, 
we obtain a confirmation of the following conjecture of Varga: If A 
is irreducible and aG(Q,) = S(Q,), then A = D + E where D is diagonal 
and E is weakly cyclic of index n [S, p. 391. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall some facts about nonnegative matrices and H matrices 
which will be used below. 
If A = (Q), we write IA / = (\u~,~\). A is called nonnegative, A >, 0, 
if A = IA 1, and positive, A > 0, if LZ~,~ > 0 for all i, i. We write A > B 
(A>B) if A--B>0 (A-_>>). A similar notation is used for 
vectors. The ti x rt matrix A is called irreducible if, given any subset 
of J of (1,. . ., n}, there is a pair (i, J’) with i E J, j 4 J such that ai,j # 0. 
We state as a theorem the following results on nonnegative matrices 
due to Perron, Frobenius, and others [6, Chapter 21. 
THEOREM A. Let A > 0 be an n x n matrix arzd p(A) its s$ectral 
radius (i.e., the maximzlm of the mod& of the eigenvalues of A). Then 
(i) p(A) is an eigenvalue of A and 
(Ax)i (Ax)i 
p(A) = inf max -- = sup min - ~ . (5) 
s-,Ol<i<n 1 x>Ol<i<n xi 
There exists a lzonnegative eigenvector x0 corres$onding to p(A). x0 is called 
a Perron vector of A. 
(ii) If A is irreducible then p(A) is a sim$le eigenvake and any Perron 
vector x,, satisfies x0 > 0. Further, y > 0 and Ay > p(A)y imply y = uxo 
with a 2 0. 
A matrix C is called an M matrix if C = ml - M where m > 0, 
M > 0, and p(M) < m. If p(M) < m, we say C is a proper M matrix, 
otherwise improper. By Theorem A, an improper M matrix C is singular 
and, if x0 is a Perron vector of M, then Cx,, = 0. 
If A = D + E is a square matrix with diagonal D, we call A a proper 
(improper) H matrix if IDI - IEl . 1s a proper (improper) M matrix.* 
* Our definition is chosen to allow us to state our results more concisely. Originally 
[5], an H matrix was defined to he improper if and only if it was singular. 
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The following facts about H matrices follow from the definition and 
Theorem A: 
If D is nonsingular, A = D + E is a proper (improper) 
H matrix if and only if p(jDj-l/El) < 1 (= 1). (6) 
If A = D + E is an H matrix, there exists a nontrivial 
vector y 3 0 such that [Dly > IEjy. 
If A = D + E is an irreducible H matrix and z > 0, 
z # 0, satisfies IDlz < IEiZ, then IDIz = IEjz and z > 0. 
(It follows that D is nonsingular, for z > 0 and IEi 
irreducible imply IElz > 0.) 
(7) 
(8) 
3. MINIMAL GERSCHGORIN SETS 
We begin with a new 
set G(Q.J = flX,eG(x). 
THEOREM 1. Let A = 
D. Then 
characterization of the minimal Gerschgorin 
(ai,j) be an n x n complex matrix with diagonal 
G(Q,) = {Al&I - Dj-lIA - 01) > l} U {a,,ill < i <n}. (9) 
Equivalently, G&2,) in the set of those 1 for which A - AI is not a proper 
H matrix. 
Proof. From (l), it is obvious that a,,j EG(x) for each x > 0 and 
i=l,...,n. If ;1$ {a,,ill < i < n}, then 1 EG(x) if and only if, for 
some k, 
1 < Jg la&i/lak,k - 4s. (10) 
Thus, il E G(QA) whenever (10) holds for each x > 0, or, by (5), 
1 < inf max 2 la&/IL - ak,kjXk 
x>o l<k<%j#k 
= p(lAI - D/-ljA - 01). (11) 
This establishes (9). The second part of the theorem follows from (9), 
(6), and the definition of an H matrix. Q.E.D. 
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From Theorem 1 we easily deduce (4). 
COROLLARY 1. aG(Qn,) C S(sZ,). 
Proof. By (3), G(fiA) is closed so that aG(G,) C G(SZ,). If 2 E aG(Q,), 
1 = limn_m 1% where ii, 4 G(SZ,). It follows that A - II is not a proper 
H matrix but a limit of proper H matrices A - A,I. Thus, A - id is 
an improper H matrix and the corresponding M matrix, C = ID - illi - 
iA - DI, is singular. Let U be a unitary diagonal matrix (/Ui = I) 
satisfying UlD - illi = D - ill. Then UC = (D - AI) - UIA - DI is 
singular and 1 is an eigenvalue of H = D - UIA - Dl which is in _QA. 
Q.E.D. 
For our application we shall extend Corollary 1 in two ways. Lemmas 
1 and 2 are known [7, 41, but we include proofs for completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be irreducible and 1 E aG(QA). Then there exists 
y > 0 such that 
ia,,, - IlYi = 2 j%,jlYjt l<i<n, (12) 
j#i 
and if B ESZA and Rx = ilx, then Ix! = xy for some cc > 0. 
Proof. Let B eQn, satisfy Bx = Ix for some x # 0. Then @I - D)x = 
(B - D)x and ID - LII /x/ < 1B - Dl 1x1 = IA - DI /xl. Since B - II 
is an irreducible H matrix, ID - 111 1x1 = /A - Dl 1x1 and 1x1 > 0 by 
(3). Thus y = 1x1 is the Perron vector of the irreducible matrix 
ID - IIl-ljA - D 1 and the remainder of the lemma follows from Theorem 
A, part (ii). 
Next, let v be a permutation of (1, . . . , PZ} and P, = (Si,qCjJ the cor- 
responding matrix. We may define the minimal Gerschgorin set GP’(G,) 
relative to the permutation p b> 
GV(QA) = {ill(A - ilI)P, is not a proper H matrix}. (13) 
This definition is equivalent to the original one [4]. Again S(sZ,) C G9’(Q3,), 
and 1 E 8Gp(_0,) only if (A - ilI)P, is an improper H matrix. As in 
Corollary 1, it follows that 8GV(QnA) C S(Qn,). We prove 
LEMMA 2. If q~ is a permutation of (1, . . . , n} and 1 E aG’r(JJ,), thelz 
there exists a nontrivial vector x >, 0 such that 
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and a matrix B E Q, such that 
Bx = Ax. (15) 
Boo!. (A - 1I)P, is an improper H matrix. Let D, denote its 
diagonal and E, = (L4 - AI) P, - D,;, Then ID,, - lE,l is an improper 
*W matrix and there exists a nontrivial vector z 3 0 with (IDpi - IEiil)z = 
0. Since ((A - lI)P,),,, = ai,uc,j - jl~r,u~i~, this is equivalent to 
Equation (14) follows from (16) if we set x = P,z or XPtr) = zi, 1 < i < 12. 
Equation (15) follows from (14) just as in Corollary 1. Multiply 
equation i by F, = (a,,, - Ji)/la,,, - ;i/, if a,,i # 2, and F, = 1 if a,,; = 2, 
1 < i,(n. Then 
where K, I = 6i,3 + n,+_,,,,. Thus il is an eigenvalue of B = (b,,) E Q.4 
with b,,, = (- l)Rb~Tp’%iaL,i~ for 1’ # i. This completes the proof. 
Remark. Since we have avoided the assumption that (A - iI)P, is 
irreducible, the conclusions of Lemma 2 are somewhat weaker than those 
of Lemma 1. This is unavoidable. 
4. .\ COKJECTURE OF VAR(;A 
P. Camion and 8. J. Hoffman [l] proved a basic theorem which 
yields a characterization of S(Q,): If each matrix in Q,d is nonsingular, 
then there exists a unique permutation q such that APT is a proper I-I 
matrix. From this and our definitions we obtain 
S(Q,) = f-l G’VJ,), (17 
where the intersection runs over all permutations p! of (1, . . , a} [4]. 
\\:e now have all the machinery to prove Varga’s conjecture. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be irreducible. Thelz S&Q,) = aG(J2,) if and only 
if A = D _t E where D is the diagonal of A and E is weakly cyclic of 
index 1s. 
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Proof. First, let S(Q,) = aG(QA). Since A is irreducible, each a,,, 
is in the interior of G(SZ,) and hence not in aG(Q,) = S(Q,) = n, Gq(SZ,). 
Consequently, aGP(Q,) # 4 f or at least one nontrivial permutation 9. 
We shall show that aGq(Q,) # 4 implies that p7 is an n-cycle and aGP(Q,) = 
aG(SZ,). This yields the theorem. 
Let L E aGP(Q,). Then by Lemma 2, there is a B E QA and x 3 0 
such that Bx = i2x and [u,,~(~~ - j18i,P(i)l~P(i) = &+m(i) [u~,~ - Qj[xj, 
1 < i < rt. Since A is irreducible, we can apply Lemma 1, so that x > 0 
and la,,; - Llxi = cjzi \u,,~(x+ 1 < i < n. This gives, when i $; v(i), 
> la,,; - n1xj = 2 ju,,jlxi 
.i#i 
Thus CjZi,@(i) l%,jl = 0 and ai,j = 0, whenever i E J = {klk #p(k)} and 
j # i, p(i). If J’ = {k[k 4 J} = {kjk = q(k)}, then u~,~ = 0 for i E J and 
~EJ’. Thus J’#+ would imply that A is reducible, a contradiction. 
Consequently q(i) # i for each i = 1, . . . , n and a, j = 0 for j # i, v(i). 
Let K = {@(l)\k = 1, 2,. . .}. If j 4 K, then ai,i = 0 for all i E K. Thus 
K # {I,. . ., N} implies that A is reducible. This shows that K = (1, . . . , PZ} 
and q is an Iz-cycle. Equivalently, E is weakly cyclic of index n. 
The converse was proved by Varga in the example of [7]. Let A = 
D, + D,P, where p is an n-cycle and D,, D, are diagonal with D, non- 
singular. Let il be an eigenvalue of B = D, + D,P,EQ~+, (ID,,) = ID&. 
Then for some x # 0, (A1 - D,)x = &P,,x, and x = P,TD,-l(ilI - D,)x = 
(AI - D,)-l&P,x. Consequently, 1 < p(PpTD2-l(Al - Dl)) < 
PP,~ID,I-~I~~ - 01) d an similarly 1 < p(lA1 - DI-llD,lP,). Since these 
two matrices are cyclic and inverses of each other, pt,P,TIDzl-lIAI - Dll) = 
1 = ,+I - D,I-lID,IP,), and both A - AI and (A - U) P,?‘ are improper 
H matrices. From this, it follows that A E aG(Q,). Q.E.D. 
It would be interesting to have a direct proof of Theorem 2 which does 
not depend on (17). It is possible to characterize S(Q,) by a system of 
inequalities [3, (ZO)] in a purely elementary fashion. However, we have 
not been able to derive the existence of the: permutation p from just 
this and the condition aG(Q,) = S(fi,). 
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